ARLINGTON COUNTY
SPORTS COMMISSION

2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 414
Arlington, Virginia 22201

February 12, 2019

The Honorable Christian Dorsey, Chair
Arlington County Planning Commission
2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22201
Re: Aquatics Committee Pool Fee Recommendation
Dear Mr. Dorsey,
The Sports Commission is forwarding a letter and other information from the Aquatics
Committee concerning fees for Arlington’s public pools. On November 21, 2018, the Committee
provided recommendations to the School Board on a “framework to fairly distribute operation
and maintenance (O&M) costs” for the pools among all users. The Committee requested that
its recommendations be implemented for fiscal year 2020 when, absent other action, fee
increases on community swimmers will take effect.
The motivation for the Committee’s recommendations is to address what the Committee views
as unwarranted increases by Arlington Public Schools (APS) in access fees for community
swimmers and insufficient funding from the Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) for its
use of the pools.
The first part of this letter summarizes the Committee’s analysis and recommendations. The
second part of this letter provides Sports Commission commentary and recommendations.
Background
APS took over managing the three school-based pools in 2010. Previously, the Department of
Parks and Recreation (DPR) managed the pools. According to APS budgets, pool O&M costs
include staff salaries and benefits; utilities (gas, electric, water); materials, supplies, and
equipment; and building and pool repairs. Pool O&M costs are funded through a combination
of tax support (from the APS general fund and an annual DPR transfer to APS) and user fees
(fees charged to community swimmers and for pool rentals).
Pool O&M costs have doubled since APS took over pool management. According to APS
budgets, operating costs rose from about $1 million in 2010 to an expected $2.1 million in
2019. The largest component of O&M costs is salaries and benefits, which represent about

three-fourths of total costs. These have risen by 64 percent since 2010. 1 The next largest
component of costs is “other charges” which includes utilities, professional development, and
transportation. These costs have doubled since 2010.
Taxpayer support and user fees have both increased over time to cover larger O&M costs. APS,
which is responsible for setting pool access fees, has increased fees for community swimmers
and renters four times since 2010.2 Total fee-based revenue increased from about $548,000 in
2010 to an expected $1.2 million in 2019 (125%). Taxpayer funding increased from about
$500,000 in 2010 to an expected $905,000 in 2019 (81%). The transfer from DPR to APS has
remained relatively flat, at about $287,000.
Aquatics Committee Proposal
Concerned about the repeated fee increases for community swimmers, the Aquatics
Committee established a working group to research alternative methods for paying for pool
O&M expenses. The group set out to research and make recommendations about a cost
recovery model that is “fair to all users, simple for patrons to understand, repeatable for staff
to implement, and transparent and accountable to the public.”
To do so, the working group examined the total number of pool entries, or splashes, in 2018 by
four groups; determined each group’s percentage use of the pools; and developed a framework
to set per-splash entry fees so as to recover O&M costs from each group in a proportional
manner. Based on 2018 pool splashes, DPR classes and teams were the most frequent users of
the pools (41%), followed by community swimmers (31%), APS classes (17%), and rentals (11%).
To increase equity among pool users, the working group determined it would be fair to charge
all users to enter the pools. Currently, residents who access the pools through DPR classes pay a
registration fee to DPR but do not pay a separate fee to enter the pool. Presumably, this is the
purpose of the transfer from DPR to APS. According to the working group, DPR programs and
program participants have increased significantly over time, but the DPR transfer has not kept
pace.
The working group recommended, and a majority of the Aquatics Committee endorsed, a fee
framework that would set a base fee of $5.15 for a single adult pool entry (whether as a
community swimmer or class participant). Existing discounts, such as children and senior
discounts and lower per-swim rates for swim passes, would continue. Pool renters would
receive no discounts. The Committee projects that this model would reduce fees for most user
categories, but would also result in additional fee revenue by extending entry fees to DPR users.
Under this framework, fee revenue would rise from about 58 to 75 percent of O&M costs, while
taxpayer support would drop from about 42 to 25 percent.3
1

The number of APS staff positions increased from 4.5 (2010) to 7.5 (2011-2012) to 8 (2013 – 2019).
Between 2010 and 2017, community swim revenue grew by 56 percent and rental revenues tripled.
3
Our estimate of the current taxpayer and fee support as a percent of total revenues is based on APS budget data
2
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The former Aquatics Committee Chair voted against the proposed framework because of the
impact it would have on DPR class participants and because DPR was not involved in developing
the new model, among other concerns. The current Aquatics Committee Chair prepared a
written response to these concerns. Both points of view are attached.
Sports Commission Commentary
The Aquatics Committee presented its model and recommendation to the Sports Commission
in November 2018. A lot of thought and analysis went into developing the proposed
framework, and the Committee is to be commended for this effort. However, when compared
to existing fee-setting practices, the framework raises certain issues that warrant further
examination.
In preparing this letter, we compared the current model for pool fees to user fees that DPR
charges. In setting its program fees, DPR follows a cost recovery model that is designed to
recoup direct staff costs plus some administrative overhead.4 DPR does not attempt to recover
indirect costs or maintenance costs through its program fees. DPR also assesses a field user fee
which is not (to our knowledge) tied to any specific cost recovery objective. 5 When originally
proposed, the fee was intended to provide funding for field maintenance. As enacted, the fees
are used to make field improvements.
APS pool fees appear to include elements of both types of DPR fees. It does not appear that APS
has any particular recovery philosophy underlying its setting of pool fees, other than to make
up the difference between taxpayer support and total pool costs. As pool costs have increased,
APS has increased its pool budget (by 81%) and raised user fees (by 125%). Without any cost
recovery model for guidance, it is unclear why user fees were increased to this extent (versus
more or less).
We have not time to fully explore and understand the DPR and APS methods for setting fees,
which constrains our ability to offer definitive commentary on the differences between
approaches and to adequately assess the merits of the Aquatics Committee’s proposal. We are
sympathetic to the issues that the Committee is trying to address: repeated fee increases for
community swimmers and the lack of increased cost-sharing by DPR. We are troubled that
sports users appear to be subjected to different cost levels and fee-setting methodologies,
depending on their chosen activity. However, given the lack of consistency in fee-setting
methodologies, we don’t know if charging DPR class participants twice – once to cover DPR’s
direct staff costs and again to cover APS salaries, utilities, and building maintenance – is the
and differs from the figures cited in the Aquatics Committee letter.
4
The portion of costs that are recovered adjusts according to the nature of the activity: the greater the individual
benefit, the greater the portion of costs recouped.
5
The field fee is charged each season to each registered field participant or team (for adults).
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right solution. Is pool use by a class participant the same as or different from pool use by a
community swimmer?
Determining the extent of County or APS costs that should be borne by users is an important
policy question, especially in light of the tight budgets that County currently faces. The
Commission believes it is entirely appropriate for users to share in the costs of the facilities they
use. We also believe there should be consistency in how this share is determined. The
Committee’s proposal warrants further consideration. However, before a change of this
magnitude is adopted, we believe it is necessary to engage with all stakeholders, weigh the
impacts, and ensure that the path forward reflects collaborative consensus. We cannot at this
time endorse the Committee’s proposal because the appropriate level of stakeholder
engagement and impact assessment has not taken place.
Recommendations
The Aquatics Committee seeks a resolution to the fee issue before the fee increases in the 2020
budget take effect. Conversations have been underway between DPR and APS staff to identify a
mutually acceptable solution, but we believe staff are at an impasse. The County Board should
request a briefing from the County Manager and, if necessary, the Superintendent to
understand whether any progress has been made and the nature of any sticking points. If,
through this process, DPR and APS cannot reach a mutual solution, the County Board should
work with the School Board to establish a working group of all affected stakeholders to study
the issue and consider possible solutions. This process should consider the philosophy
underpinning the setting of user fees and the extent to which users (i.e., for fields, pools, dog
parks, skate parks) should pay fees for the facilities they use. The Commission would be pleased
to participate in this process. Meanwhile, the Board should also suggest that the
Superintendent refrain from implementing further increases on community swimmers,
including in his 2020 budget, until a more coherent approach can be developed.
Sincerely,

Shirley Brothwell, Chair
Sports Commission
Cc:

County Board Members
Mark Schwartz, County Manager
Cynthia Hilton, Chair, Aquatics Committee
William Ross, Chair, Park and Recreation Commission
Jane Rudolph, Director, Department of Parks and Recreation

Attachments
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Arlington Sports Commission

12 November 2018
Katie Cristol, Chair
Arlington County Board
2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22201

Reid Goldstein, Chair
Arlington School Board
Syphax Education Center
2110 Washington Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22204

RE: Aquatics Cost-Recovery Recommendations
FY 2020 Proposed Budget
Dear Chair Cristol and Chair Reid,
I am writing on behalf of the Aquatics Committee1 to present
recommendations2 for a framework to fairly distribute operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs attributed to Arlington’s public pools among all
users. We also request that the Superintendent be directed to follow these
recommendations when setting fees which allow access to the pools
beginning with fiscal year (FY) 2020.
The framework is a cost-recovery model for aquatics O&M expenses that is
fair to all users, simple for patrons to understand, repeatable for staff to
implement, and transparent and accountable for the public. It is based on
the O&M cost incurred by an individual “splash”, or pool entry. This metric
provides a common denominator that was described by the Superintendent
as “critical to developing an equitable, logical and manageable approach for
determining how to distribute operating costs across all … user groups.”3
O&M costs have historically been paid by a combination of user fees and tax
support. However, not all similarly situated users have paid the same
amount in fees.4 The deficit in fee revenue created by this situation has

The Aquatics Committee is a joint committee of the Arlington County Board and School Board. The Committee is
charged with ensuring community engagement in the operation and use of the Arlington indoor swimming pools located
within the three high schools (hereafter known as the “pools”) and with making recommendations as needed on behalf of
users to the County Board, through the Sports Commission, and to the School Board.
2
See attached, “Cost Recovery Working Group Final Report”, 10 October 2018.
3
Superintendent letter to County Manager dated 23 MAY 2018.
4
Fees assessed users who are registrants for Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) classes and teams cover only
costs for instructors and DPR overhead, not O&M costs. DPR has transferred general revenue funds to Arlington Public
Schools (APS) for O&M costs. However, DPR’s tax support does not fully compensate for the O&M burden imposed on
APS by this user group. Even if DPR tax support was increased to cover the O&M costs attributed to this user group, it
begs the question of why any Arlington citizen should have to pay O&M fees.

Re: Aquatics Cost-Recovery Recommendations
Page 2

sifted O&M costs from these fee payers to others and increased the level of tax support APS has had to pay
from its general education budget for this community service.5
By assessing each individual who uses the pools the same O&M fee, with “discounts”6 appropriate for age,
income, and membership packages, total revenue from fees will increase and the need for tax support will
decrease.7 If this framework had been used in FY 2018, fee rates per individual would have decreased over
those assessed in FY 2019. These outcomes are a “win” for all.
As the FY 2020 budget process unfolds, we urge you to apply the “splash” cost-recovery model we have
proposed to determine individual O&M fee rates for the fiscal year, to provide the same percent of tax support
for each user group paying discounted O&M fees, and to ensure that DPR and APS are appropriated funds
sufficient to cover the O&M costs attributed to their respective user communities which require tax support.
Respectfully,

Cynthia Hilton
Cynthia Hilton
Chair
cc:

5

Members of the Arlington County Board
Members of the Arlington School Board
Mark Schwartz, County Manager
Dr. Patrick K. Murphy, Superintendent
Jane Rudolph, Director, Department of Parks & Recreation
John Chadwick, Assistant Superintendent, Facilities and Operations
Shirley Brothwell, Chair, Sports Commission

Educational tax support should only be used to cover the O&M costs of APS program swimmers. APS tax support has
been picking the O&M costs of community swimmers. Community swimmers are, in fact, a constituency of DPR.
6
Discounts are tax subsidies.
7
Using FY 2018 date, total tax support for O&M would decrease from 53 percent to 25 percent, while cost-recovery from
fees would rise from 47 percent to 75 percent of O&M expenses.
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1. Executive Summary
The Cost Recovery Working Group (CRWG) recommends that Arlington Public Schools (APS)
collect revenue from all users for admission to the Aquatic Centers (hereinafter “Pools”) located
at Arlington’s high schools to cover the costs of Pool Operations and Maintenance (O&M). The
admission charge calculation should be simple, repeatable, transparent, and accountable. These
goals can be achieved by ensuring that the admission charge is based on the number of pool
entries (“splashes”). Splashes will be assigned to one of four user groups: APS programs,
renters, DPR program registrants, and community swimmers. Additionally, APS should have
the option to adjust fees paid by rental groups to stay competitive with area market rates.
Admission charges for participants in APS programs are tax-supported through the County’s
Revenue Sharing Agreement (RSA), while rentals, DPR program registrants, and community
swimmers will pay access fees to APS. Based on a sliding “social value” scale, some access
feepayers will also qualify for a tax support subsidy (“discount”). To ensure that users are
paying their fair share, the revenue targets for each of those four groups is based on splash
percentages assigned each year. This approach to setting revenue targets aims to recover 100
percent of expenses, and will have the effect of equitably rebalancing the share of O&M expenses
paid by community swimmers. When 100 percent cost recovery is not reached, the deficit
should be paid by APS, since APS is charged with managing O&M expenditures. In years when
+100 percent cost recovery is reached, the surplus should be used to reduce the level of tax
support appropriated to underwrite discounts offered to fee-payers.
Applying the splash cost-recovery model to actual FY 2018 O&M expenses, the CRWG
demonstrated that total tax support for O&M would decrease while O&M fees paid by individual
pool users would also decrease.
2. Membership
The CRWG is comprised of members of the Aquatics Committee (AC):1
Cynthia Hilton, Chair
Ron Kampeas
The AC is a joint committee of Arlington County and the Arlington Public Schools. The Committee is
charged with ensuring community engagement in the operation and use of the Arlington indoor
swimming pools located within the three high schools and with making recommendations on behalf of
users to the County Board, through the Sports Commission, and to the School Board as needed.
1
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Dee Romanek
• Staff Liaisons
Helena Machado (APS)
Kevin Cronin (APS)
Jennifer Lainhart2 (DPR)
3. Background
In 2009, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed between the Arlington County
Board and the School Board to set forth general policies and procedures related to the operation
and use of the Pools. Among other things, the MOU provided that the Department of Parks and
Recreation (DPR) would annually transfer to APS funds “in addition to all amounts budgeted for
the schools and the Community Activities Fund by the County Board” for O&M costs. The
FY2010 transfer was set at $286,988. APS and DPR staff were additionally charged to annually
“evaluate both the revenue and the expenditures for all three Pools, and [to] recommend
changes to the transfer amount, if appropriate.” Since that time, DPR programs and the number
of participants served have more than doubled, but the amount of the transfer has not changed.
During this time, O&M costs have risen. To keep pace with these increasing costs, APS has
increased fees for community swimmers and renters four times, cumulatively increasing these
fees over 40 percent. The most recent increases went into effect July 1, 2018, for FY 2019.
The 2018 fee increases were included in the budget without input from the AC. Among the
responsibilities of the AC is a charge to make recommendations on fees charged for the use of
the Pools. In 2014, the Committee adopted criteria to assess the need for fee adjustments.3 The
AC is generally supportive of justified fee increases. However, the 2018 proposal was not
justified based on the Committee’s fee assessment criteria. Also, the fee increases were
estimated to generate revenue in excess of the $55,000, the amount APS said it needed to close
a revenue gap expected in FY 2019, and, while revenue needs for FY 2019 prompt the proposed
fee increases, there was no plan to sunset the higher fees at the end of the fiscal year.
To address these concerns, the AC instituted a survey to alert the public to the proposed fee
increase and to solicit input on options to generate the $55,000 in new revenue requested by the
APS Superintendent in his FY 2019 budget request. The survey generated a response rate in
excess of 10 percent. It showed that 60 percent of the respondents wanted the DPR transfer to
be increased as stipulated in the MOU. The APS Superintendent’s proposal to raise fees was
preferred by only 13 percent.
The AC presented the results of the survey and the Committee’s concerns to County and APS
staff as well as both County and School Boards. Despite reconsideration, it was too late before
the beginning of FY 2019 to the exercise the O&M transfer provision in the MOU as a source of
the needed $55,000. Going forward, however, both the County Manager and the
Superintendent expressed in an exchange of letters that they were open to an increase.4 The
Superintendent’s letter stated that,
Although appointed, Ms. Lainhart did not attend any CRWG meetings; DPR did not provide a substitute.
The criteria are intended to be considered as a whole; no one criterion should be used to justify a fee
increase. The criteria are used to trigger fee adjustment analyses, not automatic fee increases. The
criteria consist of three metrics: (1) cost recovery that falls 1-5% below a 3-year rolling average; (2)
comparison of similar fees assessed by other jurisdictions; and (3) consideration of inflation and cost of
living rates.
4 County Manager letter dated 30APR2018; Superintendent letter dated 23MAY2018.
2
3
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The aquatics industry commonly uses the number of individual swims, referred
to as splashes, as the key data point for evaluating costs and revenue, establishing
cost recovery targets and setting user fees.
Furthermore, the Superintendent found that splash data “is critical to developing an equitable,
logical and manageable approach for determining how to distribute operating costs across all
APS and DPR user groups.” The AC established a CRWG to make recommendations about the
merits of using a splash-based formula to ensure that all Pool users were contributing their fair
share to O&M costs.
4. Working Group Activities
The CWRG met five times, May 22, 2018, June 5, 2018, June 19, 2018, July 24, 2018, and
October 10, 2018. Minutes and agendas are also posted at:
https://commissions.arlingtonva.us/sports-commission/aquatics-committee/ Public comment
was welcomed at each meeting, but none was received. Guy Land, AC member, participated in
the October 10th meeting. His comments focused on the need for the recommendations to be
seen as a framework for determining fair fees, even if that meant O&M fees would increase.
5. Purpose and Goals
The CRWG adopted as its purpose to recommend a cost-recovery model (“framework”) for
aquatics O&M expenses that is fair to all users, simple for patrons to understand, repeatable for
staff to implement, and transparent and accountable for the public.

Social Value Scale

The CRWG first considered the cost-recovery pyramid used by DPR as a model to benchmark
how much revenue would be expected to be recovered through fees.5 However, the DPR model
was deemed inadequate because it was ranking all county sport/recreational activities, and the
Working Group was looking to rank only Pool uses. Instead, the CRWG developed a cost
continuum based on a social value scale:

0%
Tax Support

Private Lessons
Rentals

50%
Tax Support

Community Swim
DPR Classes /Teams

100% Tax Support

APS Instruction/Athletics
Free Swim Program

The Working Group set a goal to develop a cost-recovery formula that would recover 100
percent of O&M costs based on fees aligned to the social value scale. To achieve this goal, the
CRWG established a formula based on the percent of splashes assigned to each user group
annually. The effect would be to lower current O&M costs charged to community swimmers by
APS. Since DPR has not heretofore factored into its aquatic program registration fees an O&M
5

DPR Cost Recovery Pyramid (November 2013).
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surcharge or otherwise transferred to APS funds sufficient to cover O&M costs attributed to its
Pool usage, this goal was deemed reasonable.
6. Recommendations
➢ Establish Cost-Recovery Expectations that are Fair to All Users
The CRWG recommends that APS collect revenue from all users for admission to the Pools to
cover the O&M expenses. The admission charge calculation should be simple for customers to
understand, repeatable for staff to implement, and transparent and accountable to the public.
These goals can be achieved by ensuring that the admission charge is based on the number of
individual splashes. Splashes will be assigned to one of four user groups: APS programs,
rentals, DPR program registrants, and community swimmers. Admission charges for
participants in APS programs are tax-supported through the County’s RSA, while renters, DPR
program registrants, and community swimmers will pay access fees to APS. County tax support
would cover discounts offered to community swimmers and DPR Class & Team registrant O&M
fee-payers. To ensure that users are paying their fair share, the revenue targets for each of those
four groups is based on splash percentages assigned each year.
➢ Setting a Per Splash Rate
The CRWG framework achieves 100 percent cost-recovery using a “per/splash” formula for
setting admission charges. Each splash is assigned to one of four user groups. (See following
table for FY2018 splash percentages.)
Splash Group
APS Programs
DPR Classes & Teams
Community Swimmers
Rentals

FY 2018 Percentages
17
41
31
11

To minimize the burden of data collection, APS student numbers will be based on the September
30 enrollment by grade report and the number of athletes registered to participate in aquatic
athletic programs, and DPR class & team participant numbers will be based on full enrollment
in programs advertised, with enrollment not to exceed the number of swimmers that can safely
be accommodated. Community swim splashes will be based on the latest FY (1JUL to 30JUN)
data available. It is expected that this data will be no more than two-years old.
Splash percentages will also be used to assess the amount of revenue, whether tax support or
fees, each user group would be expected to contribute to cover O&M.
If the splash formula had been used in FY 18 (latest year for baseline data), total tax support for
O&M would decrease from 53 percent to 25 percent, while cost-recovery from fees would rise
from 47 percent to 75 percent of O&M expenses. At the same time, levying an admission charge
on all individuals seeking access to the Pools would have allowed those charges to be set at rates
below those set for FY2019. This formula ends the practice of imposing disproportionate fee
increases on community swimmers or rentals when revenue collection does not cover O&M
expenses.
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O&M Fee/Tax Support Summary
Adjusted to Splash Method from FY 18 Baseline
2,163,687
2,163,687
1,627,242
1,008,112

1,155,575
868,587
416,614

EXPENSES

TOTAL FEE REVENUE TAX SUPPORT (APS)
FY 18 Actual

286,988119,831
COUNTY TAX
SUPPORT (DPR)

536,445
TOTAL TAX SUPPORT

Projected

➢ Social Value Scale
While the equivalent of the established splash rate must be collected from each individual Pool
user in order to cover 100 percent of O&M expenses, the CRWG recognizes that there is merit to
setting reduced, free, or otherwise discounted admission charges based on a scale that reflects
Arlington’s social values and promotion of active recreational lifestyles as follows:
•

APS “Reduced Cost”/Free Swim Programs

APS will continue to pay all or a portion of admission charges for certain individuals with
funds from its RSA as follows:
o All APS Instructional/Athletics Programs;
o Free Swim for Youth and Seniors;
o Free Swim for uniformed public safety personnel; and
o Reduced-rate admissions for community swimmers based on income according
to School Board established policy in order to facilitate Pool use by all citizens.
•

Discounts

The splash rate is based on the O&M cost for a single-swim adult admission.
o APS will continue to pay for discounts to full-time APS employees consistent with
APS policy to promote an active lifestyle.
o APS will continue to offer:
▪ Age-based discounts to community swimmers who are children and seniors;
▪ Discounts for college students;
▪ Discounts to individual community swimmers purchasing multi-month or
annual memberships or multi-swim passes; and
▪ A discount for a combined family membership package.
o APS will offer the same discounts to individuals registering for DPR classes or
teams.
Tax
Splash User
Support
Group
%

CURRENT
O&M Admission Charge
Reimbursement

RECOMMENDED
O&M Admission Charge
Reimbursement

6
100%

APS
Programs
17%
DPR
Registrants
41%

Community
Swimmers
31%

0%

Rentals
11%

100%
Tax-support

100%
Tax-support

13%
Based on Annual Tax-support
Transfer
% of total costs

100% splash rate for Individual Adult
80% for College Students
70% for Seniors
40% for Children
Misc Discounts for pkgs.
100% splash rate for Individual Adult
80% for College Students
70% for Seniors
40% for Children
Misc Discounts for pkgs
100%
O&M Fees

100% splash rate for Individual Adult
80% for College Students
70% for Seniors
40% for Children
Misc Discounts for pkgs
100%
O&M Fees

While O&M fees assessed rentals are slated to recover 100 percent of costs, the CRWG
recommends that APS continue to use its discretion to adjust these fees based on surrounding
area rates to ensure that the Pools remain competitive in this revenue market.
➢ O&M Revenue Collection Responsibility
Inasmuch as APS is responsible for the operation and management of the Pools, APS should be
charged with collecting admission revenue from all users to cover O&M expenses.6 Basing the
admission charge on the individual user allows APS to operate and manage the Pools in a fair
and fiscally-responsible way. This approach does not task DPR with collecting O&M admission
charges from its user communities. While DPR may continue to charge a separate fee to cover
the costs of its programs, APS will establish a process for collecting admission charges from DPR
participants that minimizes the inconvenience to or otherwise benefits the participant:
o APS will explore web-based registration and linking to DPR’s registration site to
simplify participant registration.
o DPR participants may choose to purchase existing swim passes and membership
packages; these would exempt them from additional APS charges for DPR class/team
admission.
o DPR participants who miss a non-refundable class or practice, will be able to use the
“splash” for a non-class/practice swim of their choosing.
➢ Treatment of Over- or Under-Revenue Collection
This approach to setting revenue targets aims to recover 100 percent of expenses, and will have
the effect of rebalancing the share of O&M expenses paid by community swimmers to ensure
that all users are assessed equitable admission charges. In years when +100 percent cost
recovery is reached, the surplus should be used to reduce the level of tax support the County
appropriated to underwrite discounts offered to fee-payers. When 100 percent cost recovery is
not reached, the deficit should be paid by APS inasmuch as APS is responsible to manage
expenses within its budget allocation.
APS Policy K-7 Financial Management – Use of School Facilities, “The Superintendent or designee has
the authority to waive or adjust fees … Fees charged by Arlington Public Schools are based on direct and
indirect costs … All fees (including pool fees) will be updated annually … .”
6
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In the past, O&M shortfalls have been paid by APS out of its RSA, which is the “school budget”
for books, teachers, schools, etc. The competition for scarce “school budget” resources has led
APS to cover the funding gap by raising the O&M fees APS collects on community swimmers and
renters (e.g., the 5% and 10% increases imposed on these user groups in FY2019). Of the four
splash user groups, two are paying their fair share and two may fall short. APS is funding its
user community at the full-adult, non-discounted splash rate. Renters are also assessed 100
percent of costs. Discounts are offered only to DPR class and team registrants and to Arlington
citizen swimmers, a subset of DPR’s larger sports and recreation community. It is appropriate
that the County fund any O&M shortfall expected to be incurred as a result of fee discounts
benefiting DPR user groups.
➢ Retaining the DPR “Transfer"
The Aquatics MOU (2009) provides that DPR “transfer” funds from its appropriated funds to
the APS Community Activities Fund (CAF) for aquatic O&M expenses incurred by its program
users. This is revenue to APS in addition to the RSA. County and APS staff have been directed
by the County and School Boards to see what changes need to be made to the MOU after
receiving citizen input about failure of the MOU text to require that the O&M transfer, which has
not exceeded $286,988, match DPR’s increased usage of Pool space and patrons served.
While the current annual transfer bears no relationship to the increased O&M costs APS incurs
to support DPR’s constituencies, the CRWG recommends that the concept of a “transfer”
(meaning a disbursement from DPR appropriated funds and a deposit to the CAF) be retained in
any revised MOU. The directive for a transfer should be triggered only when there is a gap
between aquatics revenue collected and O&M expenses incurred, and the amount of the transfer
should be limited to the unfunded gap attributed to discounts. While the actual transfer amount
may not be determined until the conclusion of the FY, tax support allocated from the County to
APS to cover the revenue gap created by fee discounts offered DPR constituents should not
exceed the projected amount approved by the Boards during the annual budget cycle.
APS will continue to apply cost avoidance strategies and revenue generating opportunities to
ensure that budgeted cost recovery targets for O&M costs are met.
➢ Accountability
The AC retains its responsibility to advise the Boards on the adequacy of the aquatics budget and
revenue streams to cover O&M expenses. In this capacity, APS and DPR will provide a financial
report, at least annually, to the AC as required by the AC charter. The data APS and DPR
provide in the report must be based on the same standards of disclosure in order for the AC to
verify the reliability of the “social value scale”; to determine the effect, if any, of admission
charges on DPR’s ability to recover program costs; and to allow for recommendations on fee
setting for the upcoming budget cycle. The AC will also evaluate recommendations for the use of
funds that may be collected in excess of actual expenses related to the aquatics center
operations.
7. Other Issues
➢ Reciprocity with Long Bridge Park (LBP) Aquatics Center
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The CRWG did not specifically address reciprocity of memberships between APS Pool and LBP.
The main focus of the group is to establish a process by which APS can operate its facilities at
100% cost recovery. To the extent that this goal can be maintained, the CRWG recommends
that the AC address this issue at a later date.
8. Next Steps
The CRWG requested that the AC support its recommendations and forward them to the County
Board, through the Sports Commission, and to the School Board with a request that the
recommendations be shared with and acted upon by the Superintendent and the County
Manager in time to be included in County and APS FY 2020 budget proposals. The AC
approved the recommendations on October 24, 2018.
9. Appendices
•

Definitions
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Community Swimmers mean all patrons at APS aquatics centers other than those
that are APS curriculum-based or sanctioned by the VHSL, Renters, or those registered
in DPR classes or teams.
DPR Classes means programs managed by DPR and offered at the APS aquatics
centers as stipulated under a current MOU. These programs are further organized into:
• Sessions – Seasonal set of multiple offering of classes (e.g., summer, fall, winter and
spring).
• Class – A scheduled offering within the Session (e.g., 5:30 pm Water Babies Class).
DPR Competitive Teams mean youth and adult teams managed and offered by DPR
at the APS aquatics centers, currently, AAC and Masters.
O&M costs mean “Operations and Maintenance” costs including costs related to the
staffing, utilities, supplies, maintenance and repairs necessary to keep the APS Aquatics
Centers safely operational.
Rental means a third-party individual, group or entity using the APS Aquatic Centers
under a rental agreement with APS, including private instructors, for profit and nonprofit teams, one-time events or other service providers.
Revenue means all funding sources that are allocated for O&M costs including
appropriated tax revenue, the DPR transfer, and fees collected by APS.
Tax-Supported Programs mean programs managed by APS that are funded by the
County/APS Revenue Sharing Agreement through the APS Community Activities Fund.

•

County Manager/Superintendent Letters (pdf attachments)

•

Sample Aquatics Admission Charges based on FY 2018 Splash Data

The O&M cost of a single splash will dictate the Adult admission charge for a single swim. All other fees
will be discounted as shown in the tables below. These discounts are those calculated using the formula
implemented by APS in 2010 and supported by the Aquatics Committee in 2018.
Single Swim Resident Rates
Baseline Cost/Swim
Adult Fee
Arlington Uniformed Public Safety Employees

Discount
0%
0%
0%

Resident Packages
3-mos
6-mos
12-mos

Discount
<15%
<25%
<40%
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APS Students and Athletes
Senior Fee
College Student Fee
Child Fee

0%
<30%
<20%
<60%

Family Membership
<10%
APS Full-time Employees <50%
Swim Pass
<15%

The following table shows estimates fees based on FY 2018 data:
ADMISSION
ARLINGTON RESIDENTS Single Swim

SWIM PASSES

Projected

10 Swims

Projected

MEMBERSHIPS
3-Mos

Projected

6-Mos

Projected

12-Mos

Projected

Children (Infant-17)

$2.65

$2.10

$23.85

$17.85

$54.00

$42.84

$103.35

$81.90

$165.35

$131.04

Adults (18-61)
Seniors (62+)
Students (w/College ID)
Drop In Aerobics (Adult)

$6.30
$4.00
$5.75
$11.55
$9.25

$5.15
$3.65
$4.15

$56.75
$36.00
$51.75

$43.78
$31.03
$35.28

$128.50
$81.60
$117.30

$105.06
$74.46
$84.66

$245.70
$156.00
$224.50

$200.85
$142.35
$161.85

$393.00
$250.00
$358.80

$321.36
$227.76
$258.96

Drop In Aerobics
(Senior)
Drop In Masters
Practice

$12.60
MEMBERSHIPS PACKAGES
FAMILY MEMBERSHIPS

3-Mos

Projected

6-Mos

Projected

12-Mos

Projected

$231.30

$189.11

$443.25

$361.53

$707.40

$578.45

Adult & Senior

$190.10

189.09

$361.53

$308.88

$578.70

$494.21

Senior (2)

$146.90

134.03

$280.80

$256.23

$450.00

$409.97

Adults (2)

Non-Resident fees will continue to be adjusted to match the resident fees at neighboring jurisdictions.
Table below shows the estimated rental fees based on FY 2018 splash data adjusted to a resident adult
admission charge compared to current FY 2019 rates:
Rental Package Category

Full Facility (all lanes, diving well,
instructional pool)
Competition Pool B (8-lanes)
Competition Pool X (10-lanes - W-L
Only)
Competition Pool A (6-lanes)
Instructional Pool (Only)
8-Lanes w/Instructional Pool
6-Lanes w/Instructional Pool
Competition Pool D (3-Lanes) Public Swim Only

FY 2019
Fees

# Splashes

Fee

$300

58

$5.15

$220

48

$250

Total
O&M

5% Non-Profit
Discount

Option for
Competitive
Markup

$298

$284

TBD

$5.15

$247

$234

TBD

60

$5.15

$309

$293

TBD

$165
$165
$250
$200

36
35
51
39

$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15

$185
$180
$262
$200

$176
$171
$250
$191

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

$85

18

$5.15

$93

$$88

TBD
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Competition Pool E (4-Lanes) Public Swim Only
Diving Well (2 Boards)
Single Lane (Community Swim
Only)
Wet Classroom (No AV Equipment)
Partial Instructional Pool (1/3) Public Swim Only

$200

24

$5.15

$124

$74

TBD

$80

15

$5.15

$78

$74

TBD

$30

6

$5.15

$30

$29

TBD

$85

15

$5.15

$77

$98

TBD

$20

6

$5.15

$30

$29

TBD

Rental fees will increase about 5%
over FY 2019
Estimated Rental Revenue

$344,000

$362,000

Attachment: Aquatics Cost-Recovery Recommendations FY 2020 Proposed Budget – Dissenting
Opinion Rebuttal
Background
The Aquatic Committee (AC) Charter tasks the Committee to make recommendations concerning the
“adequacy … of … fees charged [and] policy that govern[s] relationships between Arlington County and
Arlington Public Schools [APS] regarding the joint use, and funding of aquatic facilities, programs and
operations of the Pools.” The recommendations approved by the AC on 24 October 2018 are the
culmination of months-long effort taken in response to fee increases imposed earlier this year on some
pool users that were not based on any metric common of all pool users. You may recall testimony and
letters submitted to the County Board and School Board during the FY 2019 budget process objecting to
these and earlier fee increases.
In a following exchange of letters between the County and APS 1, the Superintendent stated that,
The aquatics industry commonly uses the number of individual swims, referred to as splashes, as the
key data point for evaluating costs and revenue, establishing cost recovery targets and setting user
fees.
Furthermore, the Superintendent found that splash data “is critical to developing an equitable, logical
and manageable approach for determining how to distribute operating costs across all APS and DPR user
groups.”
The AC established a Cost-Recovery Working Group (CRWG) to make recommendations about the
merits of using a splash-based formula to ensure that all pool users were contributing their fair share to
pool operation and maintenance (O&M) costs. Contrary to Mr. Hesse’s claim that the CRWG “far
exceeded its intended purpose,” at the AC’s 17 April 2018 meeting, a motion was carried,
to assign a group as a subcommittee to look closer at [cost-recovery] implications. Want this group
to look at the “splashes” (number of times people enter the pool) and what the fees would be.
Want the group to look at the total splashes which includes rentals, community swim, etc. and
develop a cost recovery pyramid. 2
The CRWG reported back to the AC on its progress at each subsequent AC meeting. The Working
Group’s final recommendations were adopted on 24 October 2018. Six members registered support 3,
two opposed, and one abstained.
Challenges
The AC recommendations address three challenges:
• Fees assessed users who are registrants for Department of Parks & Recreation (DPR) classes and
teams cover only costs for instructors and DPR direct program overhead, not O&M costs.
• DPR’s annual tax support “transfer” ($286,988 static since 2009) to APS does not fully
compensate for the O&M burden imposed on APS by the DPR class & team user group. 4 This
amount is not funded in DPR budget, it is a County to APS transfer outside of the revenue
sharing agreement.
1

County Manager letter dated 30APR2018; Superintendent letter dated 23MAY2018.
AC Meeting Minutes of 17 April 2018.
3
One member was on travel during this meeting, but subsequently recorded his vote in the affirmative.
4
The time and number of DPR participants in teams and classes since 2009 have more than doubled.
2

2
•

With funds available under the County/APS Revenue Sharing Agreement, APS has been
shouldering the O&M costs attributed to the underfunded “transfer” DPR class & team
registrant group and the cost of “discounts” provided to community swimmers, another DPR
user group.

The recommendations would result in significant fee increases for DPR aquatics class participants as well
as fee increases for rental users – Rebuttal
There is no basis to compare DPR registrant fees with APS O&M fees. 5 What DPR charges its registrants
in fees for aquatics classes and teams has nothing to do with the AC recommendations. DPR’s
regristrant fees are set to recover the costs of class/team instructors and DPR overhead. No O&M
charge is factored into these fees. The real O&M fee increase for these pool users will be 100 percent,
since they have been paying nothing. As noted in the cover letter, the AC would be happy to support
budgetary action to use tax support to pay for all O&M costs. Such support has precedent. Residents of
the District of Columbia swim free in the District’s public pools. However, if O&M user fees are to be
assessed, they should apply equally to all similarly situated swimmers across the board. 6
Mr. Hesse fails to report that, under the recommendations, all DPR registrants will be eligible for a 15
percent discount off of single-swim admission rates. Additionally, DPR registrants are free to avail
themselves of other O&M membership package discounts if they choose time-based memberships. The
goal of membership discounts is to encourage swimmers to swim. An advantage of the O&M entry fee
to the DPR registrant is that the individual does not have to exit the pool immediately at the end of the
class/team practice, and if the registrant misses a class/practice for whatever reason, the individual has
not lost the value of the pool entry.
Rental fees are assessed at 100 percent cost-recovery, ideally with no tax support. If fees go up, it is
because O&M expenses have gone up. However, Mr. Hesse also failed to note that APS has an option to
adjust rental fees based on charges in the region to keep the pools competitive for use by rental groups.
The recommendation would require DPR aquatics class participants to pay fees to both DPR and to APS Rebuttal
While true, as noted above, the fees are for two different purposes. APS has authority to assess fees for
the use of its facilities. 7 APS staff are trained and available to handle O&M fee payments. APS, not DPR,
would be onsite should any discrepancies come up for patrons attempting to enter the pools. The
sentiment in the AC was that if DPR registrants understood the reasons for the O&M user fee they
would understand the need to pay their fair O&M share to ensure that the pools are open and safely
operated and maintained.
5

This includes the disparity in age breaks – 55 years of age for DPR registrants and 62 years of age for APS O&M
charges. These age breaks were established for different reasons. However, if APS wants to lower its senior age
bracket to 55 years from 62 years, or something in between, the cost-recovery framework can accommodate such
change. In terms of O&M costs, lowering the age for APS senior discounts will necessarily increase tax support and
correspondingly decrease fee revenue. A lowering of the senior discount age to match DPR’s senior age bracket
will impact DPR’s tax support contribution to O&M costs since seniors (whether in a class/team or just swimming
for sport of recreation) are a DPR user community.
6
O&M discounts (tax support) are offered to all pool users based on age, income, and membership packages.
Discounts are based on whether or not you are a DPR registrant.
7
APS Policy K-7 Financial Management – Use of School Facilities.
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The recommendations would require DPR to provide an annual transfer to APS of an unknown amount Rebuttal
To begin with, please know that all data calculations in the recommendations rely on fiscal year (FY)
2018 statistics and/or FY 2019 fees. The figures are illustrative that the recommended cost-recovery
framework will work. The ultimate O&M user fees to be assessed will be determined each FY as part of
the budget process.
While the exact amount of any required O&M tax support transfer may not be known until FY books are
reconciled, the recommendations make clear that any DPR transfer “should not exceed the projected
amount approved by the Boards during the annual budget cycle.” This is based on the fact that “APS is
responsible to manage expenses within its budget allocation.”
The CRWG report did not have DPR or other County staff participation – Rebuttal
Depending on how a reader wishes to define “appointed”, the terminology in FN 2 of the
recommendations may have been a poor choice with referring to Ms. Jennifer Lainhart. However, the
text of the recommendations correctly notes that she was named as the DPR staff liaison. At no time
did Ms. Lainhart disagree with this assignment. She was invited to all meetings. She posted minutes
and other work products to the Committee’s webpage.
A Better Idea
Mr. Hesse criticizes the recommendations as being “strictly an [AC] and APS effort.” We dispute that
this was an “APS” effort. As noted above, APS staff served in a liaison capacity. APS staff did not have a
vote in approving these recommendations.
The AC is a joint committee of the County and APS. Its members are both County and APS appointees.
Both County and APS appointees voted to support these recommendations. As noted above, the charge
to the AC is to make recommendations to the County Board through the Sports Commission, and to the
School Board on matters impacting Arlington’s pools. We have exercised our chartered prerogative.
The goal we set when starting this project was to create “a cost-recovery model for aquatics O&M
expenses that is fair to all users, simple for patrons to understand, repeatable for staff to implement,
and transparent and accountable for the public.” We achieved that goal. Using this framework, we
were able to demonstrate (using FY 2018 data and FY 2019 fee rates) that tax support would decrease
from 53% to 25%, and while fee revenue would raise from 47% to 75%, the O&M fees paid by
individuals would decrease because all users were contributing.
If others have a better idea, we invite them to bring it forward. In the meantime, the AC will continue to
advocate for its recommendations and look for opportunities to work with the Boards as the FY 2020
budget process unfolds.
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RE: Aquatics Cost-Recovery Recommendations
FY 2020 Proposed Budget
Dear Chair Cristol and Chair Reid,
I am responding to a letter you received from Don Hesse on 27 November
2018 objecting to the cost-recovery recommendations submitted by the
Aquatics Committee 1 (AC) to the School Board and the Sports Commission
on 12 November 2018 – recommendations that are supported by six AC
members, with two, including Mr. Hesse, opposing, and one abstention.
Chair Cristol, my apologies to County Board members who may be unaware
of the AC’s recommendations. The AC charter directs that its
recommendations to the County Board be passed to the Board by the
Sports Commission (SC). While the SC has not yet acted on the AC
submission, it is on the agenda of the SC’s 29 November 2018 meeting.
Regrettably, Mr. Hesse continues to hold to views that are not supported by
the recommendations despite attempts to address them prior to the
Committee’s supportive vote. Nevertheless, we welcome the opportunity
to clarify these recommendations.

The recommendations have been forwarded to you (or hopefully will soon
be forwarded) with the request that our proposed framework for recovering operations and maintenance
(O&M) costs 2 at the pools be incorporated into the FY 2020 budget process. We intend to fully participate in
that process and work with you toward that end.
Page 2
1

The Aquatics Committee is a joint committee of the Arlington County Board and School Board. The Committee is
charged with ensuring community engagement in the operation and use of the Arlington indoor swimming pools located
within the three high schools (hereafter known as the “pools”) and with making recommendations as needed on behalf of
users to the County Board, through the Sports Commission, and to the School Board.
2
O&M costs are the expenses incurred by Arlington Public Schools to safely operate and maintain the pools, including life
guard staffing, water and air quality and temperature, dressing room/deck sanitation, hygiene supplies in bathrooms, and
the like.

While a response to Mr. Hesse’s specific concerns is attached to this letter, the overarching budgetary point
boils down to what level of tax support should be used to underwrite pool O&M costs. Revenue to cover O&M
costs is available from two sources – tax support and user fees. Mr. Hesse argues that the O&M costs
attributable to registrants for Department of Parks & Recreation (DPR) teams and classes be paid for from tax
support, not user fees. No one in the swimming community would object to having O&M costs covered by tax
support and user fees eliminated. However, we will object to proposals that continue to single out DPR
registrants for a tax benefit that is not provided to all users.
The question of what level of tax support is appropriate for aquatics activities is not unique to the pools run by
APS. While not addressed by the recommendations, determining a level of tax support will also be relevant to
the yet-to-be-opened pool facilities at Long Bridge Park (LBP). Whatever portion of LBP O&M costs are
eventually covered by tax support, users of APS pools are likely to expect a similar percentage of tax support.
The tax support share provided to APS should be over and above the County/APS Revenue Sharing agreement,
except for those O&M costs attributable to APS programs and initiatives. 3
If tax support is not available to cover 100 percent of O&M costs, our recommendations provide that everyone
entering the pools be assessed a common denominator O&M “admission charge”. The admission charge uses
a sliding “social value” scale to allocate the source of O&M payments between tax support and user fees. The
result is a cost-recovery model for aquatics O&M expenses that is fair to all users, simple for patrons to
understand, repeatable for staff to implement, and transparent and accountable for the public.
As the FY 2020 budget process gets underway, we encourage you to read and give consideration to the AC
cost-recovery recommendations. We invite any questions you may have and look forward to continuing a
dialog on this important issue.
Respectfully,

Cynthia Hilton
Cynthia Hilton
Chair
Attachment
cc: Members of the Arlington County Board

Members of the Arlington School Board
Mark Schwartz, County Manager
Dr. Patrick K. Murphy, Superintendent
Jane Rudolph, Director, Department of Parks & Recreation
John Chadwick, Assistant Superintendent, Facilities and Operations
Shirley Brothwell, Chair, Sports Commission
Members of the Aquatics Committee

3

APS programs and initiatives include the aquatics education provided students, free swim options, fee discounts
available to APS employees and Arlington’s emergency responder community, etc.

